
“I’ve been using Logic files since their introduction to the 
market, and the results are the best possible. The new .03 taper 
series impresses me with its working safety, allowing great 
preservation of dentinary structure, and can be used in any 
type of anatomy.”  

Augusto Kato, DDS
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*IEJ Iranian Endodontic Journal 2017;12(4): 468-473 

†Brazilian Dental Journal (2016) 27(2): 217-222

Next-Gen Heat Treatment
At Bassi, we use a proprietary heat treatment process for achieving the 
strongest cyclic fatigue and highest torsional resistance while maintaining 
sharpness. Allowing for conservative shaping—safely and with confidence. 

Single-Shaping File Simplicity
Bassi Logic™ is a single-file shaping system that can be used in 
reciprocating or continuous rotary motors and is shown to have greater 
performance and safety than leading single-file reciprocating systems. 
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Bassi™Shaped to Clean
Every file is designed with a specific helix that promotes the highest cutting 
efficiency and reduces the screwing e�ect as much as possible.

Faster Instrumentation

Cyclic Fatigue Resistance

Bassi™

Bassi™Stucture-Preserving Flexibility
Tightly follow the contour of any root with confidence–no longer is flaring, 
brushing or straight line access needed. Bassi Logic™ files have been 
shown to have significantly greater resistance to cyclic fatigue and high 
torsional resistance compared with other single file systems*.

Cuts Like Steel
Now there is a heat treated NiTi file that cuts like stainless steel. Studies 
have shown Bassi Logic™ completes instrumentation in a third less time 
than leading single file systems†.

Bassi  Logic™

A Monumental Leap for 
Conservative Endodontics.
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Logic ™  Shaping 
& Glidepath Kit    

     2 pack

Logic ™   
Retreatment Kit  

     3 pack
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4 pack

Bassi  Logic™  Individual Files
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Bassi ™  Clean  
48 pack

Universal Heat 
Plugger  

Hand Plugger Kit  
4 pack

Activation & 
Obturation

“After 4 years using the Logic system every day, I can say there 
isn’t a safer and more efficient instrument available in the market. 
Everybody wins - patients, professionals and Endodontics itself.”  

Hugo Bastos, DDS

Bassi  Logic™

Conservative. Efficient. Advanced.
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